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abilities are really independent an average must be mean-
ingless. Quantities whose average is taken must be different
variants of the same thing. We might as well take an average
of a man's height and his weight. There is no known prin-
ciple of sampling mental abilities. But few now subscribe to
the doctrine that the abilities are entirely independent.
Professor Spearman himself, as a result of an elaborate series
of researches extending over many years, has put forward his
now famous doctrine of two factors. He has shown that if
the results of various tests of mental abilities are correlated
with one another, a remarkable relation holds among the
correlation coefficients. If a, b, p3 and q denote four abilities,
and ray)} r^, raQi rbst the coefficients of correlation between the
various pairs denoted by the suffixes, then
lapXfu-r^ Xr6l) = 0.
This relation he calls the tetrad equation, the quantity on the
left being the tetrad difference; and it is weU to remember
that the truth of the equation depends, not on theory, but on
experimentally observed fact. Now, when the tetrad equa-
tion is satisfied, as it frequently is, it follows mathematically
that every individual measurement of each ability in question
can be divided into two parts: (i) g, the general factor,
remaining the same for any one individual in respect of all
his correlated abilities, and (2) J, a specific factor, varying in
the same individual from one ability to another. That is to
say, £, the central factor, varies from one individual to another,
but is constant for any one individual in all his scores; while
f, the specific factor, varies from one individual to another,
and in any one individual varies also from one test to another.
A person's score in a test, then, consists of two parts, one pro-
portional to his * general factor,' and the other proportional
to his 'specific factor* in that particular ability. Expressed
in the shorthand of algebra,
Max = raa.gx -f r^.^aa;
where Max = score of person x in test a, gx = general ability of
person #, jaa, -= special ability of person x in test a, and raa> rM
are constants, independent of x.

